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So this year didn't get off to the happiest of
starts in many ways but with the oncoming of
Spring, comes renewed hope and life begins
to bud again as too do the musters start to
line up as the season unfurls itself like a loose
plaid flapping in the breeze

For this edition of COTN, we have not one,
not two but THREE special features and
warning orders for two additional Scots-
organised musters.

However we are also missing two regular
features, namely Pass The Quill and
Campside Communication for a simple
enough reason that no-one is submitting
anything!!

So, a possible change to the Quill: I may now
have to start press ganging members into
completing their profiles.  It's only a bit of fun
and has been well received thus far so no
need to be shy - why not just complete the
downloadable form from the Members Area
and get it over and done with?  Go on, you
know it makes sense!

Regarding Campside Comms: those involved
in LH (directly or indirectly) are going to
need to start supplying something to me if
your chosen area is to be given a voice.

As always, feedback, submissions, pictures
and ideas are always appreciated so don't
hesitate to drop me a line, that way we can
all share the load and keep on enjoying a nice
big Cock.

See you all soon.
Best wishes, Karen

Editorial News

Fellow Gordon's, the battlefield awaits.

Firstly, I must thank the most hardy and desperate of us who
started the 2018 season with those sometimes freezing,
sometimes wet, but always the best of fun, early musters in the
year. Nantwich annual parade; battle and after party was a blast.
February took us to the annual memorial parade in Coleford at
which we Gordon's had a fair turn out which provided the means
to give a brief display of Pike to accompany the traditional
Musket display - thank you to Mike J for taking us though our
paces.

Those of us who braved the #BeastfromtheEast know how much
fun the Gordon's Hoolie was and I'm sure further detail will be
given somewhere in this great edition! Special thanks must be
given to those who came from far flung outposts, Germany, the
south coast, north of the wall and Redditch. A debt of gratitude
is owed to all those who brought raffle and some amazing
auction pieces, Purds for organising and the early birds who
helped set up the hall, and those who helped pack away; fantastic
support from Gordon's and our Scots Brigade family and friends.

This season our membership has changed slightly, I'm very happy
to say that we will see a few new(ish) faces at musters this year.
We are gaining more pikemen (upwards of 10 on the books to
date), have a solid musket block numbers (25 firing) and one or
two more new members interested in drummer/musician roles.
The numbers for the regiment this year stand at 79, with a
growing number of younger ones we can prep ready for battle at
16.

As we move into the heart of the season, I would ask we all look
to our presentation to make improvements. Personally I will be
working on my own presentation of officer costume, which is a
work in progress, as well as my regular soldier impressions. In
addition to the excellent article on Highland coats by Mike
Netten in last Decembers COTN edition, we have another very
informative piece on Highland costume “Below the Knee” from
Tod Booth in this edition. Interesting stuff and things I sometimes
get wrong too. I have asked that the next article might cover
common highland accessories such as sporrans, means of fixing
the plaid, dirks etc. What's hot and what's not...!
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Lastly, something I always talk about when sword training
is have fun by all means, it is why we are all here. But when
you're fighting, look like you mean it!

Regimental and Brigade Events Coming Up*

· Bristol 26th to 28th May (Major)

· Newark 23rd to 24th June (Large) Full attendance if
poss.

· Little Totham 7th & 8th July (Mini hosted by SB)

· Thirlstane Castle 28th to 29th July (Brigade event) Full
attendance if poss.

· Ulverston 4th&5th August (Brigade event) Full
attendance if poss.

· Claydon House 25th &26th August (ABH Major) Full
attendance if poss.

These are only the musters we are targeting as a Regiment
and a Brigade. There are many others in between which
members are planning to attend. Keep up to date with
things on the respective Gordon's and SB FB pages. Special
mention must be made of the Thirlstane Castle in Lauder
just across the border in Scotland, and then Ulverston in
the Lake District. These are campaigned together and
extended camping is on offer for those who wish to take a
short break around the Borders and the Lakes. Beautiful
settings, and really fantastic events. If you can only get to
two this year these are the ones I would pick!

Enough of me, see you on the battlefield!

“By courage, not craft”

Your proud Commanding Officer
Nick Proudman

In my initial address I talked about three areas of focus;
presentation, performance and people. Through articles
like Mike and Tod's, and a push for self improvement, I
believe we can look forward to a high standard of
presentation. I will be looking at presentation/kit this
season so please don't be afraid to ask questions or for
help if you need it.

The area I think we can only really focus on at musters is
performance - both personal and as a regiment.

We should first consider the safety of others, and of
yourself. Make sure your dress and equipment is properly
maintained. We all know this, but it's always tempting to
put off to another time or day.

The next is training; both in drill and practice. I expect full
attendance to drill from all attending a muster, unless given
dispensation by whomever is holding it. Regimental or
Brigade drill is important as it gives us the opportunity to
learn and practice battlefield tactics and manoeuvres – for
both soldiers and the commanding officers. Over the last
few years we have not drilled heavily as we consist largely
of very experienced members, however, we do need to
drill more with sword and targe to improve speed of use
and accuracy. I know we can all do with the practice, so
bare with me.

Gordon's and the Scots have always had a reputation of
fighting hard, fair and safe on the field. This comes through
practice, experience and attitude. It is our individual
responsibility to keep that practice and reputation up. If
practice sessions are set up, take advantage of them; or if
you think you need some then make the arrangements –
the LH team are always keen for us to practice over there

Additional notes on performance:

At Army Council (AC) the issue of Pike training was raised,
especially a desire to see more authentic 'point of pike'
fighting on the battlefield, so be prepared to drill and
practice this more in 2018.

AC also raised the issue of improving Pike and Musket
block performance when it comes to taking casualties
under fire/in combat. This needs to be done safely
according to the situation, so we will be including this in
2018 drill to ensure safety, as well as convincing acting.

AC reminded all CO's that the 'taking of colours' was only
to happen with the prior agreement of the respective CO
and Ensign. Likewise Drummers/Musicians were not to be
attacked on the field unless they had drawn their own
sword, thereby signalling an invitation to play.

*Also posted on last page of COTN each issue.
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Frontline Despatches

COMMEMORATIVE PARADE
Coleford, Gloucs, 24 February

Organised by Ian Blyth of Laghtnans, this now-annual parade
celebrates the Battle of Coleford which took place on 20
February 1643.  2000 Welsh Royalists attacked the town of
500 inhabitants and a street battle ensued.  However despite
being outnumbered, the Parliament forces managed to hold
the town and won the day.

Supported by Scots and local friends from other Regiments,
we were joined by the Mayor of Coleford and other local
dignitaries (and not-so-local as the Mayor of French twin-town
St Hilare de Reiz was also in attendance).

After the marching into the town square, the reasonably-sized
crowd were treated to a display of musket-fire and pike
manoeuvres.  Speeches and prayers were said followed by the
laying of a wreath on the commemorative plaque.  Then it was
off for tea and cakes with the Mayor.

Most Knotters departed at that point but for a dozen of us, it
was back to Christina and Ian's for the rugby/little snooze
before donning our finery and attending the Mayor's Charity
Dinner in the evening, held nearby at the local Golf Club.

As ever the Blyths were superb hosts on both the Friday and
Saturday nights; delicious stew and haggis, cooked breakie and
afternoon tea - we were really spoilt so big thank you to both.
There might have been some wine and whisky involved too
and a rather fun game of Cards for Humanity as well as some
late-night sofa antics [not that sort!! Tsk! - Ed]

On behalf of Ian, a big thank you too to everyone who turned
out in support of this event.  Hopefully we'll see you again
next year!

Karen Poffley

ISSUE 59

ANNUAL
Holy Holly Day, Nantwich 27-28 January

Images courtesy of Juls Kean:  cadoraphotography.wordpress.com/events

The Mayor's Dinner
and charity fundraiser

It was wet. It was cold. But still we came.  Lower than usual
Scots numbers but we were still big and mighty!!

Shenanigans with the 7-person sofa
bob-sled team taking the Gold medal!!
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Frontline Despatches

THE HOOLIE
Bishops Tachbrook, 17 March

ISSUE 59

ANNUAL MINI
Basing House, 1-2 April

After a change in venue to St Chad's Centre, the 2018 Gordon's
Hoolie was a grand affair for Gordon's, Germans, fellow Scots
and special friends.  A delicious and hearty meal of Irish stew
was provided by local caterers from The Cottage Tavern,
Ashbourne, so filling in fact that no-one even ventured towards
the desserts table!

The raffle was amusing with some people winning back the
items they'd donated as well as another appearance of the 'Wife
Swap' game.  The auction was a hotly fought contest over some
items but there were also bargains snapped up.  Thank you to
everyone who donated and participated.

Although this new venue was somewhat smaller than previous
ones, tables and chairs were soon pushed back to allow
sufficient room for the dancing.  Music was provided by The Bell
Inn Ceildh Band who did a grand job of instructing novices and
the slightly tipsy in the moves required for each successive
dance.  There was swirling, twirling, skipping, clapping and
counting aloud a-plenty.

As the evening drew to a close, the promised snow had already
begun to fall and settle - there was definitely a missed
opportunity there for 'The Great Scots Snowball Fight' but it
was cold and taxi's were awaiting - still maybe next year...

Karen Poffley

For those who aren't yet aware, this event turned out to be a bit of
a wash out.  With poor weather conditions and a soggy, muddy
campsite whereby cars were being towed ON on the Friday
afternoon (!), the message was soon relayed via social media that if
you hadn't set off yet, to stay home.

So this year, there were NO Scot's represented at Basing as the
warning was sensibly heeded.  However that is not quite the end of
the story as for those heartened souls whom had planned on
attending, it appears from subsequent Facebook posts that everyone
(quite independent of one another) elected to keep the Scot's spirit
alive and frequent their respective locals instead!

Karen Poffley

Great food.
Great company.
Great times.

First time Rusty's had an SD card go corrupt on her :(
Managed to salvage a few though - if you squint at this one it's okay lol

Newbies Becca and Steve looked great in
their St Patrick's Day garb and were good
sports when they discovered they'd been
mis-informed on dress code lol

Are ye takin' the pee outta ma
matchin' handbag?  Ootside na!!

*May or may not be actual footage of Basing House 2018 but
close enough!
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Gordon of the Year

We are delighted to introduce to the
Regiment new members whom
decided to join our ranks.

New Arrivals

This year the Alistair Banntock Commemorative Cup for Gordon
of the Year 2018 was awarded at the Hoolie to Mike Netten.

As one of the founding members of Gordon's, Mike has shown
dedication and committment throughout the Regiment's rich
history as Minimores, a Company and today's Regiment status.  A
stalwart on the battle field and a mountain of knowledge off it as
well as a good laugh, Mike is well deserving of this honour.

Nick Proudman commented;
Congratualtions Mike Netten, on being awarded The Gordon's
Cup.  Mike was among one of the first members of Gordon's
Regiment and has always showed constant dedication to the
Regiment and determination to constantly improve. He is an
inspiration to all members. Mike was unfortunately unable to
attend the Hoolie  to receive his award so by the magic of
technical wizardry we found an almost identical life-sized
facsimile of Mike to accept the award on his behalf [see photo
bottom right] Well done Mike and very well deserved.

Mike Netten had this to say;
"I've just found out that I have been made Gordon of the Year!
I'm fair tickled! Cheers!"

NP/KP
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Mike Netten: Gordon of the Year 2018

Memberships

Regimental News

· Andy Plummer and Lucinda
Morrison from Ruperts

· Greg Hamilton and Katherine Brown
from Lilburnes

· Kayleigh Johnson and her son
Charlie from Blews [Tony's daughter
& grandson btw]

· Steve Purdy and Becca Veasey and
Jack Blakemore who are new to the
Knot but temped with us at
Scampston.

All 2018 season cards have now been posted out - if you haven't yet
received yours, please contact Globags via Messenger/Facebook or email
gordonsadjutant@hotmail.co.uk

So 2018 sees another healthy year of Gordon's members.  We know we
are strong on musket and can field 25 firing and three dummy.  Our Pike
is growing at eight strong - keep it up! We also have very capable
NCO's in all arms with four field officers, with two of the officers able
to take up Pike or Musket.

We have two Colour Bearers and up to six drum so our presence will
be heard as well as felt on the field.  Looking after us all are our six
water carriers and last but by no means least, we have a throng of 27
civilians including Apprentices learning their arm of service and some
imminently able to take to the field.

Looking good Gordon's!

NP/KP
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A DAY IN THE LIFE OF.... Women of the Civil War
There are many roles within a Regiment.  The purpose of 'A Day In The Life of' article is to showcase specific roles.  Previously we
have discussed the role of a civilian which applies to both sexes.  For this edition, and in acknowledgement of International
Women's Day on 8 March 2018, this focus is on the Women.  Featured below are the headlines of just six accounts performed
by some the Civil War's key contemporary women.  This is followed by a detailed look at the Gordon's Womens Kit requirements.

ISSUE 59

The often forgotten part of Oliver
Cromwell's story is that of his wife
Elizabeth Cromwell, a remarkable
woman who went from being gentry, to
being a farmer's wife, to a royal consort
in all but name.

COURTESY OF THE CROMWELL MUSEUM & TRUST,
HUNTINGDON

Dorothy Hazzard, Joan Batten and
Widow Kelly leading a party of women
reinforcing the Frome Gate with woolsacks
and earth to keep the Royalists from breaking
through during the Storming of Bristol on
26th July 1643

COURTESY OF BRITISHBATTLES.COM

In the absence of her husband and
sons, Lady Brilliana Harley
defended her home, Brampton Bryan
Castle, during a three-month siege by
Royalist troops until the troops
withdrew because they were needed
at Gloucester. She then compelled
her tenants to level the Royalist siege
earthworks. She also dispatched 40
troops to raid a local Royalist camp at
Knighton.

COURTESY OF WIKIPEDIA

Jane Whorwood was born to a family
of Scots gentry that had followed James I
to London, after his ascension to the
English throne in 1603.

During the English Civil War, Jane was a
Royalist agent . She managed circulation
of intelligence, as well as smuggling of
funds to sustain the Royalist faction. Jane
was an intimate confidante of King
Charles I, having helped to co-ordinate
his attempts to escape captivity in the
late 1640s.

COURTESY OF WIKIPEDIA
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Lady Blanche Arundell was an
English noble, known as the defender of
Wardour Castle.

From 2 May 1643, during the absence
of her husband, she defended Wardour
Castle, near Tisbury, Wiltshire, for nine
days with only herself, her children, a
few maid-servants, and twenty-five men
against the Parliamentary forces of
thirteen hundred men and artillery
commanded by two Parliamentary
officers.  She finally was forced to
surrender on honourable terms.
However the terms were not
honoured, with the castle being sacked,
and she was removed as a prisoner to
Dorchester.

COURTESY OF WIKIPEDIA

Lady Mary Bankes was a Royalist who
defended Corfe Castle (the last Royalist
Garrison on the Dorset coast) from a
three-year siege during the English Civil
War from 1643 to 1645.

In May 1643, a force of Parliamentarians,
consisting of forty seamen, demanded the
surrender of the castle's four pieces of
ordnance. She, her maidservants, and her
small group of soldiers retaliated with
cannon fire and drove them away.

On 28 June, 500-600 parliamentary troops
began their first siege of Corfe. Mary and
her small group defended the Upper Ward
and by heaving stones and hot embers from
the battlements, managed to repel the
assailants, killing and wounding over 100
men in August. In 1646, one of her officers,
Colonel Pitman, betrayed her by leading a
party of Parliamentarians into the castle via
a sally gate.  As a result, she was forced to
surrender the castle.

COURTESY OF WIKIPEDIA
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By Karen Poffley
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If there is anything in this article which is incorrect or misrepresented, or if you feel anything of importance has been omitted,
please email the Editor who will happily revise the document.

COSTKIT ITEMS
Costs vary dependant upon supplier so the ones quoted
below are intended as a guideline only.

N/A or price of your reputation!
Young maidens may wear red ribbons in their
hair

from £15

£60-80

This kit list  is also published on the Members Area of the Scots Brigade website
www.skscotsbrigade.org.uk - General/Kitlists/Gordon's    Password: Whisky [no e]

A full list of recommended suppliers is posted on the Members Area.  If in doubt, ask!
And remember, it costs no more to get it right, than it does to get it hideously wrong, so please make the effort.

A DAY IN THE LIFE OF.... Gordon's Womens Kit List

ISSUE 59

GENERAL
 As the men are expected to wear full kit, heat is no excuse for women not to be correctly dressed.
 Absolutely no makeup (this includes mascara), piercings or jewellery (including watches).
 If you have to wear glasses, then either use contact lenses (preferred) or invest in some period glasses.
 Clothing should be plain - no lace or embroidery on clothing unless playing nobility and the rest of your kit is very

high status.
 Off-white linen is encouraged – absolutely no cotton.

· All clothing should be muted in colour – brown, green, grey etc.

Colonel William Gordon’s Regiment of Foote was a regular
highland unit that fought for the Royalist cause in Scotland
between 1639 and 1646.  Unlike Gordon’s men, women only
have one kit type.  When the Regiment is fighting at SK events in
England where no Scots were present, the Arisaid may be
removed and headwear altered to present a more
English/European persona.  If you are not on the field, you may
however continue to wear your Scots kit should you wish.

The most important bit: We set up Gordon’s to re-enact
the mid seventeenth century as authentically as we possibly can.
We do realise however that this is not for everyone.  However
if you do wish to join the Regiment, please adhere to these
guidelines.  If in doubt, or if you need advice, please ask.

Items marked with an asterisk (*) should be acquired within the first 3 months of joining

· Bare heads in public are only permitted in the following circumstances:
1. You are a child,
2. You are an unmarried woman (when Scots only, not when in English guise)
3. You are a woman of ill repute.

· Linen coifs* to be worn by all women at all times unless wearing a kersch or
going bareheaded.  Hair should be tucked in and completely covered up.

· A kersch is an authentic alternative to the coif.  [A piece of white/off-white linen
tied around the head leaving a loose triangle of material exposed at the back of
the head].

· Statute-type woollen hat maybe worn as long as worn over a coif - This must
be worn forward on the head.
NOTE: There is no known evidence to support a Highland woman wearing a

statute hat.  Query over validity for Lowland portrayal so probably best
to avoid.  Acceptable for English kit but definitely with no tartan material.

· Black felt hats were worn but were not that common.
· Absolutely no Scots bonnets when dressed as a woman (beer tent is

acceptable but not in public please).
· Period straw hats are acceptable, as long as worn over a linen coif.
· Any modern-day hairstyles or hair accessories (such as hairbands) should be

covered up
Linen shifts – worn long and always past the elbows  (Shifts were often
interchangeable with men’s shirts).  Off-white colour.

· Worn as an undergarment – not on display (it would be like walking about in
your bra!).

· Made with Linen and stiffened.

HEADWEAR

UNDER
GARMENTS*

STAYS
(CORSET)

from £15

from £20

from £25

from £15-35

Please speak to Globags

Use a scrap of linen or braid to tie off long hair

from £20

There are also previously-published articles on Scots
Women's clothing available to view under the heading 'Useful
Articles' within the Gordon's Members area of the Scots
Brigade website.

Modified April 2018 by
Karen Poffley
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If there is anything in this article which is incorrect or misrepresented, or if you feel anything of importance has been omitted,
please email the Editor who will happily revise the document.

COSTKIT ITEMS
Costs vary dependant upon supplier so the ones quoted
below are intended as a guideline only.

from £15

This kit list  is also published on the Members Area of the Scots Brigade website
www.skscotsbrigade.org.uk - General/Kitlists/Gordon's    Password: Whisky [no e]

A full list of recommended suppliers is posted on the Members Area.  If in doubt, ask!
And remember, it costs no more to get it right, than it does to get it hideously wrong, so please make the effort.

CONTINUEDGordon's Womens Kit List

ISSUE 59

A DAY IN THE LIFE OF....

· Either knitted or cut from woollen cloth.
· Hold up with dull thin woollen braid.

· 17th century style latchet* shoes.  Brown preferred as black was posher.
Open or closed latchets acceptable.

· Cuarans may be worn as alternative to latchets as part of highland dress.
Brown preferred.

· No desert boots

ACCESSORIES

HOSE*

· It is the addition of the arisaid in particular that signals a woman to be a Scot.
The Irish did also wear plaid/arisaid but the pattern is subtly different to Scots.
Wool cloth in muted colouring – women’s plaid usually had larger squares
than the men’s. Check before buying plaid cloth!

· Material is to be the same quality expected of men’s plaid. Minimum of 3yrds/m
required.

· May be worn up over shoulders/head akin to a cloak.

NOTE 1:  if wearing the Arisaid, a linen Kerch should be worn and not a
Statute cap.

NOTE 2:  Also belts can be worn over the bodice as long as they are the thin
period type and not thick modern belts.

FOOTWEAR

· Neckerchiefs can be worn.  Should be off-white linen
NOTE:  If portraying a covenanter, all exposed cleavage MUST be covered

with a neckerchief.
· Aprons can either be a large square of linen tucked into your skirt or tied at

the back – No bib or gathers please.
· Period ruffs are encouraged if you can get one.
· Shawl: Woollen material can be worn as a shawl type garment (not Crochet).
· Cloaks were generally worn with separate hoods.
· Belts* can be worn but must be discreet and thin – absolutely no belts to be

worn over the bodice. Narrow (less than 1”) leather with preferably iron
buckles. Brass buckles and thick leather belts to be avoided

· Pouches: Personal things (such as pouches) can be worn from the waist.
· Baskets etc must be period not modern.

ARISAID Harris Tweed is a reliable supplier from £42.50
per metre. It's also possible for a price to get
your own weave made.  Cheaper versions of
plaid from £15pm from other suppliers are
available at times.

from £45.
Tod Booth of Foxblade Trading offers discount to
fellow Gordon's members and can handmake to
order.

from £10.  Woollen braids from £8

£25-35
£10-20

from £15

from £10
from £10

from £5

from £65

· Wool or heavy linen.
· Early style ladies jackets with close fitting sleeves are more authentic for the

thirty years war but a tabbed fuller sleeved bodice is acceptable
· Should be worn over stays - preferably with sleeves.
· Front fastening.
· The silk type sleeveless style corsets are not authentic so please do not wear

them on the parade if at all possible.
· All in one bodice with split front skirts are also not authentic so do not wear

them either – it’s an SKism!

BODICE*

· Full skirts – no split fronts please.
· Can either be wool or linen.
· Minimum of one skirt.  Can be layered up if preferred/in cold weather

SKIRTS* From £15
Patterns available to DIY

From £25 for sleeveless, around £35 with sleeves.
Second-hand clothing cheaper.
Patterns available to DIY.

Modified April 2018 by
Karen Poffley
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Special Feature 1
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Below The Knee By Tod Booth

Perhaps the most frequently asked question of any
one wearing a kilt or plaid is “what do you wear
underneath?”

I’ve heard that so many times my standard reply has
become “socks and shoes”. In truth that’s not far
wrong and what follows is what we as 17th century
Highlanders should be wearing.

We have no examples of the type of hose worn and very
little when it comes to footwear but there are some
descriptions and pictures we can draw information from. For
more than 30 years I’ve been researching various elements of
Highland culture and clothing and have often had to update
my conclusions to meet the latest evidence. As a
consequence our clothing has moved forward and what may
have been OK years ago isn’t now.

This applies to both women and men unless stated
otherwise.

Barefoot
Many Highlanders went barefoot, particularly women but in
the modern age that isn’t acceptable and no one should ever
be doing that on the battlefield. Living history however is a
different matter. A very important point to remember is if
you are going to go barefoot then the rest of your kit should
be rough as you are portraying the lowest level of clan
society.

Brogues/Cuarans - the most basic footwear Latchets can be open or closed

Brogues
The next step up from barefoot are brogues; these are also
known as cuarans. These were made of green leather, this
is leather that has come straight off the animal and is not
tanned. We don’t have access to that and after trying it I
don’t recommend it unless you want to stink and risk
infection.

The brogues I made when I first started were based on
existing finds from around the world where the society and
culture was similar to the Highlands, this along with
contemporary descriptions mean that my design is likely to
be pretty close and is now considered to be correct (my
design was ripped off by an American company 20 years
ago after they ordered several pairs in different sizes and
then cut them apart to make patterns).

Brogues are literally pieces of leather drawn around the
foot with a leather thong and are there to protect the
bottom of your foot and nothing else. They should be
worn without any other socks, hose etc. You are not
someone well off so the rest of your kit should match.

Boots
Boots of any type are banned in Gordon’s when
wearing plaid, if you have them they should be replaced as
soon as possible with something acceptable. If you are an
officer wearing trews you could wear bucket tops but start
ups or low boots (for which there is no evidence anywhere in
the UK) should never be worn.

Shoes / Latchets
What most of us wear are shoes and there are various
styles. Any type of what we call latchets are fine. They can
be closed or open and like the rest of your leatherwork
they should be brown not black. You could wear these
with out hose but you risk getting blisters. I strongly
recommend you get some good insoles to wear with them
as all off the peg footwear has no shock absorption built
into it like modern footwear. Don’t use memory foam
inserts they are next to useless, get something that will
support your arch and line the bottom of your shoes. The
shoes should be done up with leather laces or cord made
from material fibres.
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Special Feature 1
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Below The Knee CONTINUED By Tod Booth

Hose, Socks, Moggans etc..
Researching the hose they wore wasn’t easy, none survive
but over the years we have found descriptions and know
what was worn in other parts of the country at the time and
later. We used to think “Moggans” were correct. These are
tubes of fabric with no foot. They are in fact what was worn
by Fisherman and women in a different period to us and
are therefore now considered to be wrong.

Knitted Hose
Knitted hose are absolutely wrong and should not be worn.

Footed Cloth Hose
What you should have are footed hose. They are made of
thick wool tartan fabric, cut on the bias (diagonally). They
are like cloth socks and come up to about the middle of
the knee, they are then folded back to the top of the calf
and held up with wool ties. There are descriptions of using
straw garters but unless you want to cut off the circulation
to the lower part of your leg (been there done that) I
recommend you use knitted wool garters wrapped twice
around the hose and tied off on the side. There are several
ideas as to whether the garters are correct on top of the
hose or under the folded section. Either could be correct
but the pictures show them on top. The tartan used for
the hose should be different to your plaid but still be of
earthy autumnal colours or should be a rough grey/brown
wool fabric, we know that some plaids were like this so it
is likely that hose were the same.

For demonstrations and assistance in making cloth hose, speak with Tod Booth,
Nick Proudman, Andy Webb or Mike Netten.

Charlton Park, May 2017
in sunnier days
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 Why has Samuel Pepys’ writing survived and not that of
his wife Elizabeth? We know that she was one of the
10 per cent of women who were literate in 17th-
century England because, during an argument with her
husband, she read out a letter she had written to him.
It was “so picquant,” he recalled, “and most of it true, of
the retiredness of her life and how unpleasant it was” that
he “desired her and then commanded her to tear it”.

If women wanted their writing to endure, they had to
be careful about what they wrote, how they wrote it,
and by whom it was read. Ann Fanshawe, who was
born in 1625, was more discreet than Elizabeth Pepys,
but as Lucy Moore states in her study of Ann’s life and
times, “the fact that her descendants preserved her works
and they have survived more than 400 years to speak to us
today as vividly as they would have spoken to her own
children is nothing short of triumphant”.

Ann produced two books: her memoirs, which she
composed towards the end of her life and bequeathed
to her only surviving son, and a “receipt book”, a
compilation of culinary recipes and medicinal remedies
(both known as receipts), which began as a sheaf of
papers gathered up by 17-year-old Ann when she fled
to Royalist Oxford from her home in Hertfordshire in
1643, and grew – after the Civil War – into the
handsome morocco-bound volume that she was able to
hand to her daughter two years before her death at the
age of 54. It remained in private hands until 1997, when
it was bought and digitised by the Wellcome
Collection.

Of the two books, the memoirs, first published in the
19th century, are better known and have added
colour to many gender studies and 17th-century
histories. They are lyrical, but not “picquant”. This,
for example, is Ann at the triumphant moment (for
her) of Charles II’s return to England:

The sea was calm, the moon shone at full, and the sun
suffered not a cloud to hinder his prospect of the
best sight, by whose light, and the merciful bounty of
God, he was set safely on shore at Dover in Kent.

Samuel Pepys’s more prosaic remembrance involved
“a dog that the King loved (which s--- in the boat, which
made us laugh and me think that a King and all that
belong to him are but just as others are)”.

Ann’s memoirs are excellent at conveying the
insecurity of exile, the constant shifting with the linen
and the children, living “in tents, like Abraham”. There
are thrilling stories of escapes from plague,
Parliamentarians, pirates and shipwreck. Above all, it
is a portrait of a happy marriage to Richard Fanshawe,
the dashing Royalist, who Ann met and married in
wartime Oxford: “Whatever was real happiness, God
gave it me in him.”

But something is missing in these memoirs, written
for the son in remembrance of the father, who died
of a fever in 1666. Partly it’s Ann herself, just as it’s
always the mother who takes the photograph and is
never in the family album, except for one or two

A portrait of Lady Anne Fanshawe CREDIT: VALENCE HOUSE MUSEUM

Pages from Lady Fanshawe's
"receipt" book detailing the
recipe for hot chocolate

Jessie Childs reviews Lady Fanshawe's Receipt Book by Lucy Moore

FIRST PUBLISHED IN
THE TELEGRAPH,
28 OCTOBER 2017

Special Feature 2
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curated images. Ann’s memoirs give us her best face:
Instagram Ann – glossy and well-friended with a few
humble brags, but nothing too viewy and only the
occasional spat (with, for example, “that false man”
Edward Hyde, whom she blamed for Richard’s failure to
become Secretary of State; Hyde, for his part, thought
“that woman” unreasonably burdensome in wanting to
be by her husband’s side).

The receipt book presents a less polished version: Ann
in the still-room, frowning over bubbling pans and
distilling her recipes and remedies. Successes were
marked with a small cross above the first word; failures
were crossed out. Ann’s book boasts not only the first
recipe in English for “icy cream”, but also for hot
chocolate, accompanied by a sketch of a West Indian
chocolate pot and frother. Combined with the
memoirs, thickened with other sources, and mixed by a
writer of Moore’s calibre and curiosity (she has written
on topics as diverse as Georgian conmen, Indian
Maharanis and Nijinksy), Lady Fanshawe’s Receipt Book
becomes something quite special.

Moore wants to “challenge two preconceptions about this
period” – one, that it was only the famous flashy women
who mattered, and two, “that the civil wars were all about
masculinity” rather than “soft power, friendship, family and
loyalty”. These are, to some extent, straw (wo)men, as
the work of Antonia Fraser, Ann Hughes, Diane Purkiss
and many others in Moore’s references show, but she
demonstrates that Ann was “a heroine” of her times “as
surely as any bloodstained soldier”.

This was not just the passive heroism of endurance –
though anyone who bore 20 babies, and lost 15 of
them, as Ann did, was good at that – but also the active
work of upholding civility and sustaining networks
through godparents or the exchange of gifts and
receipts. The poet Hester Pulter imagined her tears at
Charles I’s execution acting as “a cordial to my friends”
and it is that sense of salving home and country that one
gets from the Receipt Book.

Moore’s structure is both chronological and thematic.
Each chapter gets a year and a recipe, so the first –
“1643: For the Greene Sicknes” – takes Ann, a
“hoyting” (wild) daughter of a customs officer to the
Royalist court-in-exile by way of women’s inventories,
some military history, some death (including Ann’s
“dear brother William”), satirical pamphlets and the
threat of unmarried women, who had their own Lady Fanshawe's proposed

remedy for scurvy

ailment: green-sickness, or “the Virgin’s Disease”, now
known as hypochromic anaemia, which was then
assumed to be a physical manifestation of sexual
frustration. Ann’s remedy included nutmeg, aniseed,
pennyroyal and “the dust of the purest Spanish Steele”.

Later chapters continue to track Ann, while dancing
around subjects as diverse as haemostatic earthworms,
global trade, spies (“swarming all over England as Lice
and Frogs did in Egypt”), wartime atrocities, the Royal
Society and 17th-century vaginal steaming. It is an
enchanting, idiosyncratic Tardis of a book, peppered
with good humour (Moore is right, the portrait of Lady
Bedell does look like Oliver Cromwell) as well as
engravings by Wenceslaus Hollar, who was more
enraptured by the feminine world than any artist I can
think of.

As with Ann’s receipts, not everything here will work
for everyone. Moore’s cast is vast and her protagonist is
occasionally lost amid all the Verneys and Evelyns. In her
determination to present a “wonderfully modern heroine”,
Moore can slip into anachronism, and there are
impressionistic sentences such as: “It’s pleasant to
imagine Ann on her wedding day in May, trailing her skirts
through fields full of the blossoming plants and shrubs she
would have gathered to make her mother’s healing balm.”
This is not so much to censure the book, as to define it.
There is something refreshing about Moore’s
identification with her subject and her honesty about the
frustrations in trying to capture Ann’s essence from the
largely retrospective record. “I’d give anything to see more
that she had written spontaneously,” Moore laments at one
stage.

When Ann’s memoirs were published for the third time
in 1907, Virginia Woolf reviewed them, not without
reluctance because “some nameless descendant” had
“tied a volume of dry little notes to her tail”. She found the
edition charming but limited. “The curiosity of such
speculations is great,” she wrote, “so one with a fiery
imagination might fuse the text and its notes into such a
whole as should constitute a complete little globe of human
life.” I think she would have enjoyed Lady Fanshawe’s
Receipt Book.

Jessie Childs reviews Lady Fanshawe's
Receipt Book by Lucy Moore CONTINUEDSpecial Feature 2
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energetically pursued a policy of destruction of many
of the medieval rituals associated with the festival,
such as the dressing of special ‘Easter sepulchres’ – an
arched recess generally in a church’s chancel which,
from Good Friday to Easter day, would have had a
crucifix and sacred elements placed within it – a long
standing English tradition that was effectively snuffed
out as early as 1548.

As the effects of the break with Rome continued to
spread throughout the kingdom, so too did the efforts
to transform Easter from a time of celebration akin to
the Twelve Days of Christmas into a strict religious
affair. As the 17th Century dawned, Puritans mostly
objected to what they saw as the immoral behaviour
and Popish ceremony that surrounded these ‘festival
days’, from mid-fast feasting, to a special ‘Easter-ale’
given to the labourers in Northamptonshire, and even
a demand for free victuals in 1623 in Storrington,
Sussex: “our parishioners claim of our parson by
ancient custom to have bread and cheese and a barrel
of beer in the church on Easter day immediately after
evening prayer; which custom in regard of the place
and day our parson admonished them to be unlawful,
yet delivered the accustomed on Easter Monday; and
most of the parishioners had into the churchyard
without our approbation or consent.” (quoted from
The Post-Reformation: Religion, Politics and Society in
Britain by John Spurr)

Sunday was to be the only day of rest, and it was to
be spent in prayer and quiet worship, not carousing
and drinking. In the 1640s, along with their efforts
against Christmas, they demanded a stricter
observance of Sundays along with banning the
‘immoral’ celebration of Easter, Whitsun and saints’
days.

Easter itself posed a problem because of its anchoring
to a Sunday in the calendar – it is always the first
Sunday after the 14th day of the lunar month that falls
on or after the vernal equinox on or around 21
March. Whereas Parliament could order churches
closed and shops open on a normal weekday
Christmas, they couldn’t do the same with a Sunday.
In The Quest for Purity: Dynamics of Puritan
Movements, Walter, E. a Van Beek says “Because
Easter invariably fell on a Sunday, this was a problem
for Puritan preachers who were consistent with their
repudiation of of the traditional calendar. The usual
solution was to preach a sermon that had no direct
connection with Easter.”

Much like their more famous ‘war on Christmas’, the
Puritans of the early 17th Century also had Easter in their
sights.

It has been said that the transformation of Easter into a
secular festival second only to Christmas has accelerated
in recent years. With the long weekend affording many
families the chance to come together, commerce has not
been slow in sensing an opportunity to capitalise and the
profusion of Easter-related paraphernalia – gifts, cards,
and confections – only seems to grow. “Easter”, one
commentator wryly noted, “is the new Christmas”.

This would have been no surprise in late medieval
England, where Easter outranked Christmas as the key
festival of the Christian year and was surrounded by a
schedule of feast days, public events, and rituals.

But the English Reformation saw much of the Roman
Catholic ceremony associated with Easter striped away, in
favour of the more austere – and, to the Puritan mind,
more fitting – fasting, contemplation, and prayer.

Historian Ronald Hutton traces the downgrading of
Easter to the lead-up to the English Reformation led by its
chief architect, Archbishop Sir Thomas Cranmer, who

By Michael Molcher
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As the First English Civil War reached its climax in 1645,
The Long Parliament issued the Directory for the Public
Worship of God, which replaced the hated Book of
Common Prayer (which had helped spark the Civil
Wars in the first place). It stated that the only holy day,
according to biblical scripture, was the Lord’s Day and
other ‘festival days’ were not to be continued. The
diktat was widely ignored.

King Charles was quite keen on Easter and even when
Parliament’s prisoner, tried to challenge its relegation. In
the pamphlet “Certaine queries, proposed by the King,
to the Lords and Commons Commisssioners from the
Honourable Houses of Parliament, attending his Majesty
at Holdenby, touching the celebration of the feast of
Easter”, issued on 24 April 1647, he said:

“I desire to be resolved of this question why the new
Reformers discharges the keeping of Easter? I conceive
the celebration of this feast was instituted by the same
authority which changed the Jewish Sabbath into the
Lords Day or Sunday, for it will not be found in
scripture where Saturday is discharged to be kept, or
turned into the Sunday, wherefore it must be the
Churches authority that changed the one and instituted
the other; therefore my opinion is that those who will
not keep this feast, may as well return to the
observation of Saturday and refuse the weekely Sunday;
when any bodie can shew me that herein I am in an
error I shall not be ashamed to confesse and amend it.”

The reply, presented by Parliamentary commissioner Sir
James Harrington, dismissed Charles’ argument, fired
numerous ecclesiastical justifications back at him, and
arrogantly stated that since God created the world in six
days and rested on the seventh it follows that it is the
Jews who were wrong and Christians correct,
concluding “But for the observation of Easter to be an
annuall festivall to Christians I finde nothing in the holy
Scriptures.”. In a patronising postscript, the pamphlet
ends by quoting Francis Waldack, the German Lutheran
Prince-Bishop who brutally suppressed the Anabaptist
revolt of Munster in 1534: “O Lord! What have we
done that thou shouldst suffer us to stray thus? And in
knowing times to be so strangely deluded?”

Moves to ban feast days prompted London apprentices
to march in protest from Covent Garden to
Westminster on 20 April 1647 and petition Parliament.
Committed to their Puritan duty but moves to ban feast
days prompted London apprentices to march in protest
from Covent Garden to Westminster on 20 April 1647

London apprentices are chased off after protesting the loss of religious feast days

and petition Parliament. Committed to their Puritan
duty but distracted by their negotiations with the
captive King and fearing further riots, Parliament only
partially caved in and gave labourers a day off once a
month in compensation: “all scholars, apprentices, and
other servants, with the leave and approbation of
their masters, should have such relaxation from
labour on the second Tuesday in every month as they
used to have from such festivals and holy days”.

In June of that year, Parliament formally passed
legislation abolishing Christmas and other holidays:

“Forasmuch as the feast of the nativity of Christ,
Easter, Whitsuntide, and other festivals, commonly
called holy-days, have been heretofore superstitiously
used and observed; be it ordained, that the said feasts,
and all other festivals, commonly called holy-days, be
no longer observed as festivals; any law, statute,
custom, constitution, or canon, to the contrary in
anywise not withstanding.”

Parliament much preferred the population participate
in monthly fasts, which everyone – by law and
regardless of the season – was meant to abide by. It
seems, based on Parliament’s increasing frustrated
demands for adherence in the 1650s, that few did.

In 1657, the second Parliament of the Protectorate
further legislated to stop the continued ‘profanation’
of the Lord’s Day and, as described in Hutton’s The
Rise and Fall of Merry Old England, it carefully defined
the offence as “dancing, secular songs, music, wakes,
revels, feasts, church ales, maypoles, `or any other
sports and pastimes’. The act was to be read in every
parish church by the minister on the first Sunday of
each March. Anybody who published arguments
against it was to be fined 4s or sent to the local
House of Correction”.

Easter: The Devils Holiday CONTINUED By Michael Molcher
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He noted … that before 1643 the general pattern was for
communions to be held upon great feasts such as
Easter, Christmas, and Whitson. What surprised and
impressed historians most was that 85 per cent of his
parishes still did so in 1646, and 43 per cent still held an
Easter communion in 1650. After this, the proportion rose,
and did so still faster after 1657, until by Easter 1660 just
over half were doing so.”

After the fall of the Puritan domination of English
politics following the Restoration in 1660, the
nationwide celebration of Christmas returned to
normal. Easter, however, never truly recovered.
Although Easter and the celebration of communion
remained at the heart of the liturgical calendar,
Cranmer had done his work – the rich tapestry of pre-
Reformation ritual and festival was gone.

What remains – Palm Crosses, Hot Cross Buns, Easter
Eggs, “Pancake Day” – is but a faint echo of what was
one of the most important festivals of the year.

FIRST PUBLISHED IN THE EARL OF MANCHESTER'S REGIMENT OF FOOTE
BLOG MARCH 2018.  REPRODUCED HERE WITH KIND PERMISSION OF
MICHAEL MOLCHER, MANCHESTERS. www.earlofmanchesters.wordpress.com

Mimicking Christ’s actions at the Last Supper, Holy
Communion has always been at the centre of the Easter
ritual. But even that did not escape the period
unscathed. The Puritans’ campaign against aspects of
‘Popish innovation’ re-introduced by Archbishop of
Canterbury William Laud succeeded in many places
with the breaking of alter rails, the reduction of alters,
and celebrants taking communion at their seats. So
successful was this pressure that – for some – even
communion itself began to have the whiff of Popery. In
The Post-Reformation: Religion, Politics and Society in
Britain, Spurr details how the number of services
featuring Holy Communion fell drastically over the
1640s and 1650s, and even those that took place would
be poorly attended.

Hutton, however, cites the work of influential historian
John Morrill to suggest that although occurrences of
communion generally fell over the 1640s, in many
parishes it remained key to marking Easter, even in the
face of Puritan distaste:

“He was the first Stuart historian to make extensive use of
churchwardens’ accounts, assembling a sample from 150
parishes in East Anglia and western England.

Easter: The Devils Holiday CONTINUED

WEBSITE REMINDER
www.skscotsbrigade.org.uk
Members-only area.
Password is Whisky  [no E].

Noticeboard

GET WELL SOON!

Sending all our best wishes to
Mike Cannaby who is due to undergo
an operation to insert spinal cord
stimulator into his back.  Hopefully this
will ease his pain and he'll be back
fighting with us again soon.

Wishing you a speedy recovery Mike!

At the first major turnout of the Brigade
(Bosworth or Newark) Kevin Westwood
would like to mark the passing of Paul
Sturman with a short remembrance.
Details to be provided at the event.

REMEMBRANCE
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WARNING ORDER IS ALSO AVAILABLE ON MEMBERS AREA OF SCOTS BRIGADE WEBSITE & HAS BEEN
POSTED IN BOTH GORDON'S & SCOTS BRIGADE FACEBOOK PAGES.

Camp Commandant:
Muster Organiser: Martin Gershman (Gordons)

Please book in for this event with
Martin Gershman - 0777 4552969
e-mail: martin.gershman@ntlworld.com

Greetings brothers and sisters.

Those of you who were at the Brigade meeting at Scampston may remember me talking about this one-day event
linked to the village 's church gala/fete/festival/whatever. I have now received the SK's approval for the event.

The limited caravan and camping space available in the field at the back of the wonderful Swan pub on Friday and
Saturday night is now full BUT I have been promised overflow camping within 100 yards of the pub. It's been a
long time since we had one of these 'camp at a pub' events and I am chuffed to get to do it at such a great
hostelry. Day trippers also very welcome. No artillery or horse but everyone else welcome and powder has
been arranged.  Book powder through me but Jim Rushbrook of KG is providing it.

Anyway if you want to come please book in on the event page which I will now send out invites to. I will give it a
week or so for Scots Brigade and then if there is any camping space left I will let the local Blew Regiment know,
plus any others you might want to suggest.

Event will involve usual drill displays and marching around but I am thinking of doing a scenario based on New
Model Army besieging Colchester in 1648 looking for Royalist sympathisers (and maybe the odd Scottish agent...)
but having a few issues with Levellers in the ranks. Maybe a bit of witch finding as well. I am looking for a (very)
small living history presence and will speak to the regiments about this. But this should be a very laid-back and
fun event and the aim is to have a good time in rural Essex in a terrific pub which has won all sorts of CAMRA
awards.

Why am I running an event in Essex you may ask? Well one of the pub staff is an old friend of Angela and myself
and she has wanted to get us there for years. Glad to finally manage it so hope you can come and support it and
sample the beer. The official address is School Road - postcode is CM9 8LB. I'll produce a map and directions
nearer the time.

Yours aye
Martin

LITTLE  TOTHAM,  nr Witham,  Essex
Saturday 7th July 2018
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WARNING ORDER IS ALSO AVAILABLE ON MEMBERS AREA OF SCOTS BRIGADE WEBSITE & HAS BEEN
POSTED IN BOTH GORDON'S & SCOTS BRIGADE FACEBOOK PAGES.

Ford Park Cres,
Ulverston
LA12 7JP

Powder Master: Steve Kosak (Gordons)
Camp Commandant:
Muster Organiser: Tim Worrall  (Gordons)

Please book in for this event with
Tim Worrall - 07710 348471
e-mail: tim@lilburnes.com

Immediately following on from Thirlestane Castle, Scotland, The Scot’s Brigade invite you to join
them for a week of extended camping, at Ford Park, Ulverston in the beautiful South Lakes, from
Monday 30th July – Monday 6th August 2018.

From Monday to Friday your time is your own, however the week will culminate in a Booked mini
on Saturday and Sunday 4th and 5th August from 11.00 – 16.00.  There will be LH displays, drill
displays, a PR tent and small skirmishes.

Ford Park itself, is a fairly flat community run park on the edge of Ulverston town with a garden centre, children’s
play area, café and Bistro.  We hope that you will join us for an event that has been long anticipated by the local
people.  The chance of a week’s camping is ideal for breaking the journey south and an opportunity to enjoy a few
day’s peaceful rest.  Those wishing to just come for the event are equally welcome.

Ulverston town centre is within easy walking
distance from the campsite.  It is a small market
town in the centre of the Furness peninsula with
plenty of pubs, eateries and interesting shops, set in
a labyrinth of cobbled streets and historical
buildings.  It is the birth place of Stan Laurel and
home to the world’s only Laurel and Hardy
Museum. In the 1660’s George Fox, founder of the
Quaker movement, lived for a time at nearby
Swarthmoor Hall.

The area is also close to the sea and an ideal centre
for exploring the beautiful heritage and scenery of
the Lake District area where Beatrix Potter and
William Wordsworth lived.  There are plenty of
activities for people of all ages, whatever the
weather, both close at hand and further afield.

Ulverston town centre.

Views of the South Lakes from above Ulverston
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Contact Info

Next Issue due: August 2018
Photographs courtesy of Rusty Aldwinkle, Purdie Proudman, Nikki
Shaw, Karen Poffley and Tony Johnson.  Apologies to anyone I've
pilftered from and missed off this list.

www.skscotsbrigade.org.uk

E. 1. gordonsadjutant@hotmail.co.uk
    2. hello@skscotsbrigade.org.uk

     1. William Gordon's Regiment of Foote (closed group)
     2. The Scots Brigade (closed group)
     3. Friends of the Scots Brigade (open group)

C.O.: Nick Proudman
T. 07956 715072
E. n.proudman@yahoo.co.uk

Adjutent: Gloria Holmes
T. 01255 677355 or 07718 891228
E. gordonsadjutant@hotmail.co.uk

COTN Editor: Karen Poffley
T. 07786 907727
E. karenpoffley@hotmail.com

Any suggestions for feature articles and photographs
greatly received.  Submit to Editor by 31st July

Dates for Diary

KIT TYPE
1:  Plaid   (Highland)
2:  Trews (Scots)
3: Greys   (English/Militia)

DATE(S) EVENT KIT TYPETYPE

ock o' theC orthN

Quoteth of the daye

2018

R&B     26-28 May           Bristol                        MBH Major. In negotiation
O         23-24 Jun            Newark                      Large.  In negotiation
O         1 Jul                    Marston Moor            Commemorative event.  In negotiation
O         7 Jul                   Little Totham, Essex    Martin Gershman has organised a nice little event

based around a pub. Looks to be fun and would
encourage attendance if you can.

O         14-15 Jul             Ashby Castle              Leicestershire.  Large.  In negotiation
R&B     28-29 Jul             Thirlestane Castle       A Scots Brigade event in Scotland! Full support please!!
R&B       4-5 Aug             Ulverston mini            Mini in Lake District. Now confirmed.

Timed to follow Thirlestane so an event to do the
following weekend on way home for those wishing
to make more of a holiday.

R&B     25-26 Aug          Claydon House            Bucks.  ABH Major - 50th Anniversary of SK.  We will
be joined by our great friends from Bavaria, the
Memmingen Musketierie. Party time and we agreed the
theme would be 'Hippies' so open up the box in the
attic.  It's gonna be groovy baby!

Full warning orders in Orders of the Day or on the SK website
Check Gordon's Facebook page for updates or additional notes

Issue 59 April 2018
 (C) Copyright 2018. All rights reserved.

William Gordon's Regiment of Foote.

DETAILS

R:  Regimental Event.  Maximum attendance please
B:  Brigade Event. Support whenever possible
O: Optional.
M: Miscellaneous event.

NOTE:  As Gordon's are a Highland regiment, No 1
kit of Plaid or Mo 2 Trews are to be worn at every
event, unless you are specifically instructed to do
otherwise.  Either the CO or BCO will confirm prior
to an event if there is any change in the kit directive.
Always No 1 or 2 kit in beer tent though!
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Give a man a fish
and he'll eat for a day....

Give a man a pen
and he'll probably draw a penis!


